in Robotics with the College of Engineering, which offers students an opportunity to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the algorithms, sensors, control systems, and mechanisms used in robotics; and the Master of Science in Game Science and Design with the College of Arts, Media and Design, which seeks to provide students with a comprehensive understanding of how successful game products are created in a player-centric environment.

The Align program enables intellectually curious students to earn a Master of Science in Computer Science or Data Science without a background in the field. Regardless of undergraduate major or prior programming experience, Align’s custom curricula is designed to prepare students for high-demand industries.

Khoury College is a tightly knit community, and the faculty, staff, and students interact regularly through town hall meetings, social gatherings, lectures, and seminars. A diverse, multicultural graduate student body and faculty encourage rich extracurricular interaction. The Masters Council organizes a number of social events to promote friendship and camaraderie within the Khoury community.